K E V I N C LAR K

“creative and thought-provoking”
– Napier Collins

GERARD SENEHI

“Unbelievable”
– Billy Joel

Breakthroughs
A day of transformation with Kevin Clark and Gerard Senehi
It takes a lifetime to build an inventory of ideas and
impressions – some that free us, and others that hold us
back. Seeing new possibilities and opportunities is the
essence of a day with Kevin Clark and Gerard Senehi.
Both Senehi and Clark bring unique gifts to these
full-day sessions to help participants transform current
perspectives and transcend current boundaries.
Kevin Clark is a former innovation executive with IBM,
and Program Director emeritus, Brand and Values
Experience – and the former brand steward of IBM
ThinkPad notebook computers. IBM is the most valuable business-to-business (B2B) brand in the world
estimated at US$62 billion by Interbrand, and secondmost valuable overall after Coca-Cola.

Gerard Senehi is recognized as a superstar in psychic
entertainment and has been featured on numerous
television shows including “Today” and “Ellen.” He is
highly sought after as a corporate entertainer as his
performances are so compelling that years later people
still refer to them. Gerard uses his ability to create mystery to point to the potential that opens up when we
dare to suspend our ideas.
Gerard is a source of possibility and amazement;
Kevin is an innovator and collaborative facilitator.
Structured to bring about rapid collaborative change
in a single day, Gerard and Kevin intertwine their gifts
and skills to awaken new possibilities in participants.
Outcomes of the day include refreshed perspective,
team cohesiveness, and energy for prioritizing and
acting on breakthroughs made during the day.
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Find out more about this provocative process to help
your team to see new horizons, and experience what
people are saying about Gerard and Kevin.

“Kevin Clark knows the power of collective Intelligence
and has been putting it to use over two decades. He
consistently creates mutual benefit. He creates groups
of great minds that get results.”
– Napier Collyns
Co-founder, Global Business Network

“You were spectacular and the highlight of the evening.”
– Deepak Chopra

“Kevin is an outstanding leader and facilitator. He is very
effective at pulling the creative and thought-provoking
concept out, is an avid listener and also reaches out to
make sure all team members have the opportunity to
contribute.”
– Fran O’Sullivan
Integrated Supply Chain, IBM
“When your team leaves a meeting facilitated by Kevin,
they walk away with inspired ideas and a plan of action
to bring those ideas to realization for your organization.
I am always amazed how much Kevin is able to accomplish with a group
– Myra Norton
President, Community Analytics
“Diversity of experience with depth of experience helps
open up the potentiality of new solutions that may
be deployed globally. Kevin’s seminal work has been
harnessing and stimulating such knowledge exchange
for client growth, since before the network economy
became the de facto standard.”
– Chris Beaumont
Founder, Beaumont and Partners

“Bravo, bravo, bravo.”
– Sir Sean Connery
“I’ve never seen anything like it, we have to figure out
how he’s doing this…”
– Dennis Busnell,
Chief Scientist, NASA
“These are some of our most intelligent people and you
completely blew them away.”
– Mark Loughridge,
Chief Financial Officer, IBM
“You were the most talked about presenter of our entire
conference – and we had some some of the most
renowned thinkers in the world. Again, truly amazing.
– Tamara Lashchyk,		
Deutsche Bank
“We’ll never be able to top this event!”		
– Alan Cooper, Vice President		
North Shore Health System
“I have been approached by hundreds of People commenting on the performance. It was a HUGE success.”
– Lisa Grappa,
Ashley Furniture
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